Coinsuper Review
General Information
Coinsuper is the Hong Kong based crypto exchange established in December 2017. It is ranked
18th on CoinMarketCap by 24h reported trade volume with $200mln and 15th by 30d reported
volume with $5.78bln (for 12th of October).
The exchange is led by Karen Chen, the former president of UBS (China) Ltd., appointed as
CEO in May 2018.
The platform has its own ERC-20 community token (CEN) that is used for users’ incentives.
Coinsuper joined the club of controversial Transaction-Fee Mining model adopters on 16th of
July offering 125% trade fees reimbursement, but it suspended this activity on 30th of August. As
for today, CEN holders are offered to get a transaction fee discount up to 90% depending on a
holding amount of CEN(see fig 1), as well as lockup reward of 8-12% depending on CEN lockup
period duration (see fig 2).

Fig 1. (Transaction Fee Discounts for CEN holders)

Fig 2. (Lockup rewards for CEN holders)
Besides, Coinsuper offers referral program allowing to get up to 60% refund of trade fees paid
by invitees (see fig 3).

Fig 3. (Invitation refund program)
Coinsuper is accepting fiat deposits in USD and offering fiat to crypto trading with that most
popular currency. It has 86 trading pairs in 4 markets USD, BTC, ETH, CEN. Moreover, the
platform allows buying two stablecoins USDT and GUSD for USD while doesn’t offer to trade
crypto against them. Trade fees are 0.5% for USDT/USD and GUSD/USD and 0.2% for other
pairs. They are applied to both makers and takers.
Coinsuper also has “know your client” (KYC) procedure and claims to have “anti-money
laundering” (AML) policy. The exchange may request any of the following documents: utility
bills, bank statements, proof of income and conduct enhanced due diligence (EDD) on

customers assessed as higher risk, such as Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) in senior
positions, their relatives and close associates.

Cyber Security
CER Cyber Security Score (CSS) is comprised of three subtotals: App Level Security, SSL/TLS
Connection Security and Domain Security, and each of them subsequently consists of three
components:

Table 1. (Coinsuper CSS with subtotals)
We calculated CSS for Coinsuper which totaled only 6.23 points mainly due to weak domain
security. If Coinsuper would have been included in CER platform it would take last but one place
in CSS rank.
#

Exchange

CSS

1

Kraken

9.23

2

Cexio

9.19

3

Binance

8.62

4

Bittrex

8.37

5

Hitbtc

8.28

6

Huobipro

8.11

7

Korbit

8.11

8

Bithumb

7.85

9

Bitfinex

7.85

10

Coinone

7.85

11

Bitmex

7.72

12

Coinbase

7.60

13

Bitstamp

7.34

14

Poloniex

7.30

15

Okex

7.21

16

Gemini

6.83

17

Exmo

6.72

Coinsuper

6.23

Kucoin

5.65

18

Table 2. (Crypto Exchanges comparison by CSS)

Detailed Review of Coinsuper’s CS Weakness
Server Security: If a vulnerability in a server security is found or if the site is
penetrated, all the components of the system may be may be compromised including
the database, private keys, cold wallet etc. So, it's extremely important to distribute
these components on different servers or to monitor access and rights of various
service providers.
DNSSEC records (DNSSEC) allow an exchange to protect the user from substituting
the ip-address (example: original - binance.com:192.168.2.20, fake binance.com:133.10.10.1).
This measure allows protecting a company and users of its website from substituting a
website by cybercriminals for a copy located on another server. The outcome of such a
move may be stealing passwords, disposable tokens and 2FA code of the users that
operate on an exchange.
How it can work in case of Coinsuper, for example: if you contact
https://www.coinsuper.com/ (IP: 192.168.1.1), you will go to https://www.coinsuper.com/
(but with IP 192.168.2.2), which is a replica of the website run by criminals. As a result,
the personal data and funds of Coinsuper's traders will be compromised.
Web application firewall (WAF) – exchange protection from all kinds of attacks; sqli,
rce etc.
It’s THE MOST IMPORTANT component. Even if a site has vulnerabilities, WAF
contributes to protecting them from the exploitation by a hacker. It includes combined

methods of detecting attacks based on signatures and machine learning. It means
identifying illegal actions of the user, distinguishing it from legitimate visitors to the site.
Web Application Firewall - an application-level security cover designed to detect and
block modern attacks on Web applications, including utilizing zero-day vulnerabilities.
Such a defense mechanism allows a company to block attacks of the OWASP TOP 10
category, their totality and combinations.
How can Web Application Firewall detect and block attacks?
First of all, this is an approach to designing a protective means ranging from compiling a
mathematical threat model to verifying the methods of circumvention of protective
means in the presence of a particular vulnerability.
Also, an important feature of WAF is the threat analysis: combined methods of detecting
attacks based on signatures and machine learning. It means identifying illegal actions of
the user, distinguishing it from legitimate visitors to the site.
Conclusion
Thus, the weak Server Security and the absence of Web Application Firewall and
DNSSEC records negatively affects Coinsuper’s Cybersecurity state and score. It puts it
at the 18th position in the CER CSS list. The only one exchange in our list whose CSS
is lower is KuCoin.

Liquidity
Coinsuper’s liquidity and the authenticity of its claimed trade volume are questioned.
Recent charts of the most active pair BTC/USD display unnatural price moves along
with volumes not aligning with price volatility. On the chart below one can see BTC price
fall of $280 over 30 minutes on volume of 25 BTC while in other periods with less
volatile price moves volume ranges 100-200 BTC and more.

Fig 4. (BTC/USD 30 minute chart)

On another BTC/USD chart one can see 450 BTC traded through 5 minutes within 30
cents price move of BTC while trade volume in more volatile periods nearby doesn’t
exceed 100 BTC. There is also a period of literally flat BTC price move lasting about 3
hours which is definitely unnatural for the fairly traded market.

Fig 5. (BTC/USD 5 minute chart)

After having observed the BTC/USD orderbook, along with trades history on time and
sales (so-called ‘tape’) for a while we have noticed that all trades occurred with 5 to
10-second periodicity. Their volume was seemingly artificially randomized in a certain
range. Price of the trades was somewhat in the middle of the spread which ranged from
$10 to $15.

Fig 6 and 7. (BTC/USD time and sales)

Fig 8. (BTC/USD orderbook)

Based on those facts we can make an inference that trading activity on Coinsuper is
most likely not made by humans.
Second most active pair ETH/USD also shows inconsistency between volume
performance and price moves.

Fig 9. (ETH/USD 5 minute chart)

Besides those recent findings, some of the earlier charts show volume performance
patterns that look not organic at all.

Fig 10. (BTC/USD 1 hour chart (Mar-Apr 2018))

Fig 11. (LTC/USD 1 hour chart (Mar-Apr 2018))

Fig 12. (ETC/USD 1 hour chart (Mar-Apr 2018))

Fig 13. (ETC/ETH 1 hour chart (May 2018))

Fig 14. (BCH/BTC 15 minute chart (May-June 2018))

Marketing Analysis
For our marketing analysis, we compared Coinsuper with Bitforex (the exchange we
consider manipulating trade volumes based on previous investigations of CER team)
and two exchanges we consider well established and more reliable: Bittrex and
KuCoin.
For the first comparison, we used SimilarWeb Pro to get the Coinsuper and others
exchanges’ user traffic data for the last quarter.

Fig 15. (Overall weekly site visits for Coinsuper, Bitforex, KuCoin, Bittrex)

As we can see Coinsuper along with Bitforex has about 170 000 visits per week while
their peers have much more than 1.5mln visits per week.
There is a similar pattern for unique visitors data.

Fig 16. (Monthly unique visitor for Coinsuper, Bitforex, KuCoin, Bittrex)

Coinsuper has 127 000 unique visitors, which is the weakest number among peers.
In addition, Coinsuper has over 18 000 of Twitter subscribers which is 4 times higher
than that number for Biforex but 17 and 40 times lower than those for KuCoin and
Bittrex respectively.

Fig 17. (Twitter followers for Coinsuper, Bitforex, KuCoin, Bittrex)

Next, we took the 30 day reported volume data from CoinMarketCap for comparison.

Fig 18. (30d trade volume for Coinsuper, Bitforex, KuCoin, Bittrex)

Here we can see that Coinsuper has much higher trading volume than Bittrex and
KuCoin (over 3.5 and 8.5 times higher respectively).

Then, we compared the exchanges by Trade Volume per Unique Visitor factor.

Fig 19. (Trade Volume per Unique Visitor for Coinsuper, Bitforex, KuCoin, Bittrex)

Coinsuper has over $45 000 of Trade Volume per Unique Visitor while KuCoin and
Bittrex generate only $490 and $1000 respectively. Mind that in July’s investigation on
the BitForex’s Success Case, the CER team revealed that on average its unique user
traded $12,824 per day comparing to Binance’s $861 per day and Poloniex’s $210 per
day. It was ridiculous.
Subsequently, it caused significant inconsistency on the market and changes CMC
ranking algorithm for crypto exchanges. So, what should the community do now taking
into consideration $45,000 of Trade Volume per Unique Visitor on Coinsuper?

Conclusion
Pros:
1) it is good to see that Coinsuper is managed by banking professional with a solid track
record.
2) Having KYC and AML policies are also well positive for the exchange.
3) Abandoning highly controversial transaction fee mining model that in the most cases
encourages trade volume manipulations is a plus as well.
Cons:
1) The CER team’s marketing analysis detected that Coinsuper has much higher
claimed trade volume and volume per unique visitor despite much lower user traffic and
twitter followers metrics than Bittrex and KuCoin. This suggests of the high possibility of
artificial volume pumping on the exchange.
2) A brief liquidity analysis of Coinsuper, particularly its trade volume and price
performance on the charts and trade history on time and sales, along with orderbook,
showed the presence of obviously unnatural patterns of trading activity. These results
suggest of very high possibility of price and trade volume manipulations on Coinsuper.
3) Cybersecurity analysis revealed that Coinsuper has weak Server Security. In
addition, there is also an absence of DNSSEC records (DNSSEC) and Web application
firewall (WAF). In turn, these are the basic security measures that must be definitely
applied by an institution holding a significant amount of investors’ funds. Otherwise,
there is a high possibility that a hacking attack on Coinsuper can be successful, and
then, user accounts can be compromised and their money may be stolen.

Based on all our findings, we can conclude that Coinsuper is fairly not reliable and not
secure for trading cryptocurrencies, and especially storing them on the platform, since
users’ assets are endangered and liquidity on the platform is mostly artificial.

